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an electorate which threatened revolution and counter-revolution
alike. To a body of tired dispirited men the announcement that
the National Assembly had finished its work and could now retire
to allow the first constitutionally elected regular parliament to take
its place came as a distinct relief. The Assembly was dissolved
and the parties girded up jaded loins for the first serious electoral
battle that Germany had known.
This is a convenient point at which to examine the nature of
the parliamentary democracy that had been created and the
parties that were struggling for power in it. The parties repre-
sented very fairly an uninterrupted and logical development from
the parties of the old regime, each having moved as it were one
pace to the left. In that interesting but impotent body the
Bismarckian Reichstag, the Right had been formed by the Con-
servative party, the party of the aristocracy and not, as it ivs some-
times described, the party of the court. It was pre-eminently a
factious party. It was composed of the best born, most respected,
and probably, taking all things into consideration, the ablest men
in Germany; it provided chancellors and ministers, generals and
diplomatists, yet it could never bear to delegate its caste-power
even to representatives of itself. It always acted as if it was the dc
jure government of Germany and as if it was its plain right to
depose monarchs and upset chancellors the moment that it dis-
agreed with them on national policy. It was the guardian of the
Prussian tradition and as such claimed a prerogative such as no
other aristocracy has claimed. To it Germany was neither an
autocracy nor a limited democracy; it was an aristocracy which
had been compelled by circumstances without its control to dele-
gate certain of its powers. It had no need to resolve any intel-
lectual conflict between party interests and national interests for
the simple reason that there was to it no conflict. It was the
nation; after the collapse of the autocratic regime it was the only
party that put "national" into the official party title.
"National" is a word which has in this country, up to a very
recent date at least, not much more than an inclusive geographical
sense. It is an adjective that does not here stir the blood as at
the sound of a trumpet, not even in the mouth of a great orator*

